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INTRODUCTION

In the past generation mankind has seen a revolution in technology. Many expensive necessities like water and food have 
become considerably cheaper as new technologies—new, at least, to this century—have entered production at large scales. Water 
filters, JumpShips, and genetically modified crops derived from the Helm Memory Core have greatly eased life in the Inner Sphere 
since 3030. One of the greatest impacts of the Helm Core, though, is a subtle one: education.

In the first quarter of this century, even the elite technicians of the Great Houses’ armies were next to witchdoctors when it 
came to maintaining the most advanced technology of the day. The most advanced items were “black boxes” or “lostech.” Now, 
though, their children and grandchildren not only have a fair grasp of the equipment delivered to them, but also can improve upon 
it. This generation has seen innovation surpassing the military technologies of the first Star League, with more powerful weapons, 
more capable electronics, and more advanced structures being fielded.

The region some still call the Free Worlds League is not an exception. Indeed, since 3051, it has produced many of the most 
advanced military technologies. Serving as the “arsenal of the Inner Sphere” against the Clans, the Free Worlds League developed a 
military-industrial complex that eventually even outshone the Lyran Commonwealth/Alliance. Unfortunately, that unified market 
and industrial market is in the process of collapsing. Whereas the other major Inner Sphere powers can afford to develop and field 
battalions of cutting-edge units, the splinter states emerging from the Free Worlds League are mostly producing limited quantities 
of prototypes and refits to demonstrate those new technologies.

This situation, though, is an opportunity for Irian Technologies. Respect for patents and trade secrets is waning as Free 
Worlds League member-states seek to replace “foreign”-built units with domestically built units “during the current emergency.” 
These under-funded efforts seem unlikely to progress far but, in the attempt, will spread the technology to vendors vulnerable to 
acquisition. 

Some notable “squibs” of new technology implementation are presented in this document. A few of them are useful as 
designed for immediate production and sale, while others are more suited to be “milked” for their technologies, which may be 
then implemented in Irian products. Minor outlays in our legal department should protect any lawsuit objecting to this technology 
acquisition.

—Brooke Lassinger, Irian Technologies, 15 November 3080
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
The ’Mechs, combat vehicles, and fi ghters described in Experimental Technical Readout: Marik provide players with a sampling of the various 

custom designs that have arisen in the technical divisions of the military manufacturers of the Free Worlds League. The designs featured in this book 
refl ect limited-run prototypes and “one-off s” that have yet to reach full factory production—and most likely never will.

The rules for using ’Mechs, vehicles and fi ghters in BattleTech game play can be found in Total Warfare, while the rules for their construction 
can be found in TechManual. However, the experimental nature of these designs also draws upon the Experimental-level rules presented in Tactical 
Operations. Thus, none of the units featured in this volume are considered tournament legal, and their use in introductory games is discouraged. 
Furthermore, the extreme rarity of these machines is such that none of them should occur in a BattleTech campaign as a chance encounter, but the 
capture or destruction of any one of these prototypes could be potential objective for BattleTech scenarios, tracks and role-playing adventures.
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Field Testing Summation: Custom JA-KL-1579 Refi t
Producer/Site: Earthwerks, Keystone
Supervising Technician: Various
Project Start Date: 3077
Non-Production Equipment Analysis: 
 PPC Capacitor
 Angel ECM Suite

Overview
This prototype Jackal—fi rst sighted near Earthwerks’ 

Keystone facility—was not fully detailed until a couple reports 
of its use against pirates surfaced in the media, and Earthwerks 
fi nally hosted a media conference to explaining their new model.

Earthwerks planned to initially off er the JA-KL-1579 as a 
fi eld-refi t kit for owners of the older JA-KL-1532 model. This kit 
corrected the 1532’s defi ciencies, supplying a much-needed 
upgrade to its heat sink system, a few appliqué armor panels, a 
capacitor system to enhance the output of the Aberdovey PPC by 
fi fty percent, and an advanced ECM suite in place of the Streak 
launcher many pilots claimed to be “nigh-useless”.

Reception from JA-KL-1532 operators was fairly warm. In 
addition to addressing the original model’s faults, the 1579 also 
addressed many of the experiences mercenary users gleaned in 
the confl ict against the Word of Blake: advanced electronics and 
new, more potent weaponry make the battlefi eld more dangerous 
than ever. With a powerful ECM suite shrouding the Jackal and its 
lancemates from Word of Blake C3 systems and other electronic 
threats, the 1579 is free to bring to bear a PPC as powerful as the 
relatively new heavy PPC but at only four-fi fths of the weight and 
with greater eff ective range.

Criticism of the 1579 primarily came from military personnel 
who do not operate Jackals and amateur industry observers. Most 
of this is directed toward the fact that the 1579 only mounts a 
single weapon, while astute observers note that Earthwerks is 
quietly off ering a cut-price “JA-KL-1578” kit (which trades the 
Angel for a Guardian ECM Suite and ER small laser).

Interestingly, Earthwerks was emphasizing its own 
engineering and industrial eff ort put into the JA-KL-1579 with no 
mention of VEST. Though VEST had resumed limited production 
in 3074, Earthwerks indicated that disrupted communications 
(Solaris VII’s HPG was only replaced in 3080) and shipping ended 
the company’s long cooperation with VEST. However, subsequent 
cessation of all Jackal production in 3079 appears to have killed 
the 1579 as well.

Type: Jackal
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Experimental)
Tonnage: 30
Battle Value: 1,273

Equipment   Mass
Internal Structure: Endo Steel  1.5
Engine:  210 XL  4.5
 Walking MP:  7
 Running MP:  11
 Jumping MP:  0
Heat Sinks:  10 [20]  0
Gyro:    3
Cockpit:   3
Armor Factor (Ferro):  104  6.5
  Internal Armor
  Structure Value
 Head 3 9
 Center Torso 10 16
 Center Torso (rear)  5
 R/L Torso 7 12
 R/L Torso (rear)  5
 R/L Arm 4 11
 R/L Leg 7 15

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
ER PPC RT 3 7
PPC Capacitor RT 1 1
Anti-Missile System H 1 .5
Angel ECM Suite CT 2 2
Ammo (AMS) 12 LT 1 1
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Field Testing Summation: New Thumper Prototype
Producer/Site: Maxwell Planetary Defense Consortium, Maxwell
Supervising Technician: Aurelie Jones
Project Start Date: 3079
Non-Production Equipment Analysis: 
 Fuel Cell Engine
 Angel ECM Suite
 Sponson Turrets

Overview
The sting of manufacturing problems on the Galleon IFV inspired a 

very different approach to MPDC’s artillery tank. Once again based on an 
existing model, the Thumper Artillery tank (also built without appropriate 
licenses from Brooks) uses much simpler and easier to access technologies 
than the Galleon. The first prototypes of this Thumper model were produced 
quickly after a contract was issued and, if press pronouncements are to be 
believed, full production only awaits a final compilation of field-testing 
recommendations sometime in 3080.

The first decision was the deletion of the fusion engine powering Brooks’ 
Thumper in favor of a newly developed combat-grade fuel cell power plant 
of equal power. This actually saved weight thanks to the elimination of the 
fusion engine’s shielding and transmission equipment. Another simplification 
was the elimination of the Thumper’s full turret—always a manufacturing 
challenge when using tube artillery—in favor of much simpler sponsons 
for the secondary weapons. This also allowed the Thumper’s armor to be 
thickened despite somewhat lighter total armor weight.

The artillery piece boasts an ammunition bin that is doubled in size, 
and while the small lasers were deleted to avoid the added need for power 
amplifiers and heat sinks, two SRM launchers augment the secondary 
weapons. The most advanced feature on this otherwise low-tech design 
is the upgrade of the Angel ECM Suite, which was offered by a Tamarind 
electronics firm swearing that it could produce the suite in quantity. A 
persistent rumor, however, is that most of the Thumper Maxwell prototypes 
only have Guardians, so whether the production model will retain the 
advanced Angel ECM systems remains uncertain.

Feedback from users in field trials has been generally positive, and 
Tamarind militias are definitely interested in the possibility of fielding so 
much artillery, more than most militias ever acquire. Some criticism, though, 
has been leveled at the “popgun” secondary weaponry. Suggestions on 
the heat sink-starved chassis have focused on heavier missile launchers, 
or perhaps a light autocannon. Others have suggested stripping out the 
secondary weapons in favor of upgrading the main gun to a Sniper.

Type: Thumper Maxwell
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Experimental)
Movement Type: Wheeled
Tonnage: 60
Battle Value: 758

Equipment  Mass
Internal Structure:  6
Engine:  220 12
 Type: Fuel Cell 
 Cruising MP:  4
 Flank MP:  6
Heat Sinks:  1 0
Control Equipment:  3
Lift Equipment:  0
Power Amplifier:  0
Turret:  0
Sponson Turrets:  .5

Equipment  Mass
Armor Factor:  192 12
  Armor
  Value
 Front 60
 R/L Side 48/48
 Rear 36

Weapons and Ammo Location Tonnage
Thumper Artillery Front 15
Ammo (Thumper) 80 Body 4
SRM 2 Right (Sponson) 1
Machine Gun Right (Sponson) .5
SRM 2 Left (Sponson) 1
Machine Gun Left (Sponson) .5
Ammo (SRM) 50 Body 1
Ammo (MG) 200 Body 1
Angel ECM Suite Body 2
CASE Body .5



OF-17 CHEETAH
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Field Testing Summation: Custom Cheetah Refi t 
Producer/Site: Imstar Aerospace, Amity
Supervising Technician: Adept Karl Grayson
Project Start Date: 3076
Non-Production Equipment Analysis: 
 Hyperspectral Imager
 Stealth Armor

Overview
The OF-17 Cheetah, dubbed the “Hawkeye” in Imstar Aerospace’s 

press releases, is a modest update on the classic Cheetah airframe. Rushed 
into service to answer a contract issued by elements of Devlin Stone’s 
Coalition, few major features of this aerospace fi ghter’s features were 
altered beyond the integration of an XL engine and vehicular stealth 
armor. Beyond this, Imstar’s design primarily modifi es exterior features: 
the hull, the engine nozzle, and the nose, developing a craft that is not an 
interceptor, but a scout.

Imstar initially off ered an OmniFighter to Stone’s people, but was unable 
to combine a new, stealthy, aerodynamically viable shell with modular pods 
in the time available. The OF-17 was needed for “major pending operations 
against the Word of Blake Protectorate”, and so Imstar delivered a refi t with a 
range of potential variants, each with a diff erent satellite imager housed in a 
bloated nose bay and varied fuel capacities.

The baseline OF-17 carries the largest of common satellite sensor 
systems, a hyperspectral imager (other proposed variants feature look-down 
radars, high resolution imagers, and infrared imagers). Imstar likely hoped 
that by presenting the variant options they could sell their OF-17’s with a 
suite of sensors operators could exchange based on the planned mission. In 
practice, however, the Coalition was satisfi ed with the hyperspectral imager 
(which more or less performed the same functions as both high resolution 
and infrared imagers) and was leery of the radar when they reviewed its 
specifi cations. The look-down radar worked perfectly well, but its powerful 
emissions were not in the least stealthy.

The “Hawkeye” Cheetah has been fi elded in limited numbers since its 
debut, and was used in some daring fl ybys of Terra and Mars prior to the 
landings there, apparently serving vanguard troops such as Stone’s Lament 
Recon Group 4. With their fusion motors quiescent (and thus not spewing 
kilometers-long beams of outraged helium and x-rays), the OF-17s of Recon 
Group 4 were able to obtain high-resolution images of planned landing sites 
and Word of Blake Militia military bases nearby. These last-minute updates 
were critical to the Coalition’s successful beachheads on Terra and much of 
the fi ghting that followed.

Type: Cheetah
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Experimental)
Tonnage: 25
Battle Value: 352

Equipment  Mass
Engine:  250 XL 6.5
 Safe Thrust:  12
 Maximum Thrust:  18
Structural Integrity: 12
Heat Sinks:  10 [20] 0
Fuel:  320 4
Cockpit:  3
Armor Factor (Stealth):  40 2.5
  Armor
  Value
 Nose 11
 Wings 11/11
 Aft 7

Weapons and Ammo Location Tonnage Heat SRV MRV LRV ERV
Hyperspectral Imager Nose 7.5 0 — — — —
Guardian ECM Suite Nose 1.5 0 — — — —



LONGINUS "HACKED"
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Field Testing Summation: Prototype Longinus Refit 
Producer/Site: Principality of Regulus, Unknown
Supervising Technician: Mark “Chiphead” Japalucci
Project Start Date: 3079
Non-Production Equipment Analysis: 
 Battle Armor C3i

Overview
The devastated defenders of Regulus have not limited themselves 

to reconstruction of the Regulan armed forces. As seen with their Merlin 
Ngake DropShip refit, Regulan field technicians have been able to innovate 
with salvage and samples of experimental technology. The “Longinus 
Hacked” battlesuit is one such innovation. Though the resulting suit is 
rather lightly armed and armored for its mass, the test platoons deployed 
were able to demonstrate the potential of integrating battle armor into C3 
networks. Despite the promise this new technology offers, however, the 
Principality has shelved the project for now, likely due to the shortage of 
C3 networks in its forces, but other militaries have noted the results and 
copycats may not be far behind.

The “Hacked” Longinus was developed primarily under the 
guidance of a senior Regulan battle armor technician, Mark Japalucci 
(who is apparently referred to as “Chiphead” by fellow technicians for 
his inordinate interest in electronics). Japalucci—and Apple Computers 
Interstellar, working from captured Blakist C3i systems—was able to fit the 
key elements of a C3i computer into a battlsuit, although the system had to 
be distributed across a squad to gain its full operational capability. Beyond 
merely adding battle armor to the powerful C3 networks previously 
dominated by BattleMechs and vehicles, this technology also makes it 
possible for a properly equipped squad to extend the benefits of a friendly 
C3 network into locations much larger units simply cannot access—such 
as cave complexes and the interiors of hardened bunkers.

Unfortunately, there is a substantial trade-off involved in this 
upgrade. Longinus armors so “hacked” are not much better than durable, 
slightly stealthy sensor platforms to extend the C3 networks of heavier 
units. With over a third of their design weight dedicated to electronics, 
these modified suits shed jump capacity, armor, and weapon payloads 
to link into a combat network. A squad of these suits is now noticeably 
more fragile than a conventional Longinus squad, but can call upon the 
accurate fire of other units in its network.

The lessons taken from several trial deployments of the “Hacked 
Longinus” (which all appear to have been withdrawn from service) is that 
the battle armor C3i system should be deployed on heavier suit models. 
Lighter armors are hardly better than remote C3 sensors, while battlesuits 
of the medium weight class like the Longinus cannot carry enough 
firepower beyond the C3i system to contribute much beyond acting as 
mobile scouts (if fitted with stealth systems).

Type: Longinus “Hacked” 
Manufacturer: N/A
 Primary Factory: N/A

Tech Base: Inner Sphere (Experimental)
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Medium
Maximum Weight: 1,000 kg
Battle Value:
 Longinus Hacked (MG): 26
 Longinus Hacked (David): 28
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: Yes/Yes/Yes/Yes
Notes: None

Equipment  Slots   Mass
Chassis:    175 kg
Motive System:
 Ground MP:  1   0 kg
 Jump MP:  2  100 kg
Manipulators:
 Right Arm:  None  0 kg
 Left Arm:  Battle Claw  15 kg
Armor:  Advanced  240 kg
 Armor Value: 6 + 1 (Trooper)

   Slots
Weapons and Equipment  Location  (Capacity)  Mass
Modular Weapon Mount RA 1 (2) 10 kg
 Machine Gun (50) — 1 100 kg
 “David” Light Gauss Rifle (15) — 1 100 kg
Anti-Personnel Weapon Mount LA 1 5 kg
Battle Armor C3i Body 1 350 kg
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